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1

The Boy From The Drum

LIKE ALL major cities, Glasgow was an industrial heart that 
needed feeding, London had the Thames, Liverpool had the 
Mersey and Newcastle had the Tyne  Glasgow was supported 
by the Clyde  Ships were built and the world’s goods were 
imported to the port, from the exotic fruits of distant Asia to 
the coal mined from across the United Kingdom, keeping the 
heart of the city beating  Shipyards sat shoulder to shoulder 
along the length of the Clyde and at one point a fifth of all the 
ships in the world were built on the river 

From as far back as the late 1800s, the population of the 
city kept on growing as industrial workers arrived from Italy, 
Ireland and across Scotland to fill the much-needed jobs and 
start a new life  As the city grew, there was a real need for 
housing and by 1931, 85,000 people were crammed into an area 
of one square mile  It was a tough city that needed to change  

The Drum, as its affectionately known to the locals, was 
born as a result of those decaying living conditions from the 
heart of the city to the nearby areas in the south, east and west  
Following the Second World War, areas of Glasgow needed 
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rebuilding if the city was to prosper and accommodate its 
industrial workers in a more respectful environment 

The 1954 Housing Act, brought in by the Government, 
was a scheme that many people regarded as a ‘slum clearance’  
But the act instead called it ‘urban regeneration’  Across many 
areas of the city, people were living eight to a room and around 
30 to a toilet, a situation that could not go on  Large high-rise 
blocks, separated by green open spaces, and smaller terraced 
estates consisting of two- or three-bedroom houses, many with 
gardens, were constructed at the start of the 1950s  New areas 
such as Drumchapel, Pollock, Castlemilk and Easterhouse 
appeared on the sprawling map of the redeveloped Glasgow 

People f locked to get one of these new homes  In 
Drumchapel alone, over 30,000 people moved into the area 
and many loved it  There was decent housing and open space 
for the kids to play but due to its infancy there was nothing in 
the way of infrastructure such as shops or even pubs early on  
All this would come a few years later  Others felt dumped there  
They struggled with being a few miles outside Glasgow and in 
their eyes communities had been torn up and knocked down 
to make way for a new city  The Gow family looked upon the 
move as a bright new start 

There was also plenty of work for people in the shape of the 
docks and the Goodyear tyre factory, along with the Beatties 
Biscuits factory and the large Singer sewing machine plant 
nearby in Clydebank  Having said that, Drumchapel was 
essentially still filled with people on low incomes and living 
in a certain level of poverty, but it was a place where a tight 
community quickly formed, as one resident put it on a BBC 
documentary on the area broadcast in 2000, ‘We didn’t know 
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we were poor as everybody around us was the same, we only 
knew we were poor when people from the telly told us ’

In the same documentary another resident spoke about what 
the neighbourhood meant to them, ‘The Drum always felt like 
home even though we lived there or moved away and came back 
to visit you cannot leave the Drum, it follows you all through 
your life ’

It is a place that over the years has produced many famous 
faces, all of whom have credited the Drum with being something 
that runs through their very soul  People like comedian Billy 
Connolly, actor James McAvoy, and footballers including Andy 
Gray, Danny McGrain, John McDonald, Alex Miller, and our 
own Gerry Gow, all enjoyed their formative years there  Like 
those before him, the Drum shaped every facet of Gerry, from 
being a tough no-nonsense footballer who was afraid of nobody 
and nothing to the loving family man who cared about people 
he loved and the community around him  The area gave him 
and his family a good grounding in life 

Jimmy Gow was what you would think of as a man’s man  
A docker who hailed originally from the Govan area of the 
city, he was a tough man of average height without an inch 
of fat on him, mainly due to the tough, backbreaking work 
on Glasgow’s docks  Jimmy had experienced terrible tragedy 
in his life early on  He had previously been married and had 
a daughter called Agnes but when she was no more than a 
toddler Jimmy’s wife Sarah died of pneumonia, leaving him 
as a one-parent family which would be a terrible struggle in 
today’s world let alone the 1940s  Jimmy was unable to cope 
and after many sleepless nights and long discussions with his 
wife’s family, it was decided that Agnes would be better off 
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in terms of stability and opportunities if she went to live with 
her mum’s family in Lisburn, Ireland  It was a heartbreaking 
decision for Jimmy but he knew it was for the best  Years later 
he met and married Helen, who would become the love of his 
life  They would visit Agnes in Ireland over the years, making 
her welcome and part of their family 

Jimmy and Helen had their first child, Gerald, on 29 May 
1952 at Glasgow’s Stobhill Hospital  They were both overjoyed 
and it coincided with them moving from Helen’s parents’ house, 
which they shared in Balornock, to their brand new home in 
Drumchapel  They soon added to the family group with Willie 
two years later and then Catherine  Helen stayed at home 
looking after the children while Jimmy worked all hours on 
the Glasgow docks  It was a hard life; many dockers were not 
expected to live beyond the age of 50 due to its tough nature 
and many a time Jimmy would come home with black eyes or 
cuts and bruises from accidents on the docks involving carts 
and booms 

The docks were a gateway to the world beyond Glasgow, 
dealing with wool, coal, fish, cloth, wine, fruit, pottery, iron, 
wood and tobacco and items would regularly find their way back 
to Drumchapel where the rest of the family would despair at 
the strange things they would find sitting in their living room 

To research this book I travelled to Glasgow to meet Willie 
and his wife Janet  It was a freezing December day and I was 
wrapped up as though I was on my way to the Arctic  I agreed 
to meet Willie at a bar in the centre of the city  You could 
certainly see that I was from out of town as most of the clients 
walked in off the streets without even a coat  I was waiting 
for a couple of minutes when a white-haired guy came up to 
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me and asked if I was Neil  Straight away I could see it was 
Gerry Gow looking back at me since Willie was the image of 
his older brother 

We talked about Gerry and their life growing up  Willie 
recalled, ‘Dad would always bring stuff home when he could, it 
was just the sort of thing dockers did back then  I remember he 
brought a massive bunch of bananas home once and we had not 
seen a banana before, they were all green and not ripe yet and 
still on a massive vine, we didn’t even think they were bananas 
as we had heard they were supposed to be yellow  He must have 
looked a right sight walking through Drumchapel with those 
over his shoulder  Mum put them in a cupboard to ripen but she 
didn’t really have a clue as to what to do with them, but they 
got eaten in the end by us kids and all our mates 

‘Mum also went into the kitchen to do breakfast once and 
found a white dove sat in the kitchen  Dad had been on nights 
and there had been a shipment of birds through Glasgow that 
night and, lo and behold, one had found his way into Dad’s 
pocket  Mum went mad but us kids wanted to keep it as a pet  
In the end I think Dad gave in to Mum and released it  You 
really didn’t know what he was going to bring home next ’

Gerry and Willie were inseparable as they ran and played 
around Drumchapel with the other kids  They would jump 
dykes, chase rats and swing about on rusty poles and climb the 
roofs of buildings  They would stay out late playing football in 
the dark shrieking and laughing and they would eat everything 
put in front of them, sharing a bottle of pop between several 
friends and only wiping the rim with their sleeve to clear away 
left-over saliva  But it was a world where adults commanded 
authority and were respected 
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As a family they would have trips to Ireland  This was 
always at the time of the Glasgow Fair when the whole of the 
city shut down for the last two weeks of July and all the workers 
would head off to the coast  Gerry loved the open spaces of 
Ireland and particularly the long, windswept beaches where 
he, Willie, Agnes, and Cath would play for hours in the sand 
dunes  The whole family loved going there, especially Jimmy, 
and it’s a great testimony to him that he never lost touch with 
Agnes even though they had both been through some tough 
times after her mum’s death 

Gerry was popular with everyone, mainly because he seemed 
to be good at most things, although he certainly was no big-
head and the fact that he had no airs and graces about him even 
at an early age made his peers feel comfortable around him 
and that led to his popularity  He was a real sportsman who 
loved football but he also excelled at school in most subjects, 
particularly Maths  Both boys were Celtic supporters although 
their dad Jimmy loved Queen’s Park Football Club 

As far as Willie was concerned, Gerry was his hero  
Having Gerry around gave him a certain kudos, particularly 
around his brother’s mates who were that much older  When 
Willie was joining St Pius Secondary School, many of his 
friends were worried as the rumour was that new boys got 
their head put down the toilet and had it f lushed, but that 
never happened to Willie because of the reputation of his 
brother  Gerry always looked out for his young siblings and 
when he had a milk round he would give some of the money 
to Willie and Cathy  He did the same when he got a paper 
round but he could also have a bit of devilment within him, 
like the time he convinced Willie to climb out of the bedroom 
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window of their four-story tenement block and stand on the 
window sill for a laugh 

Willie remembers that incident well, ‘We were just mucking 
about in the bedroom when he just convinced me it would be a 
good idea  I was always trying to impress Gerry so I just did it  
Mum and Dad never found out thank god as they would have 
murdered both of us  I laughed about it years later with Gerry 
but he didn’t think it was funny and couldn’t believe how stupid 
he had been sending me out on to the ledge ’

The close-knit nature of the Drum gave a certain safety to 
the children of the area as everybody knew each other and that 
would be great for times when neighbours would share things 
among themselves  That community support was particularly 
important considering that most people had very little, so food 
would be shared within the family  The flip-side to this was 
that if somebody broke a window or was cheeky to an adult 
their parents would know within minutes and the guilty party 
had to face up to what they did and take any punishment on 
the chin  It certainly was a lesson for later in life about standing 
up and taking responsibility for your actions 

There was plenty of industry around the area and although 
it wasn’t particularly well paid, kids growing up knew that 
they would have a natural progression from school to work 
and would no doubt be working with people from their own 
area, which again led to a certain level of security for them  
Although Gerry showed great promise with different sports, 
particularly football, he never really spoke about what he would 
do when he left school, thinking deep down that maybe the 
chance to be another Billy Bremner was nothing more than a 
pipe dream  Jimmy thought it would be a great idea if he took 
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Gerry to show him the docks  Gerry was aged around 12 at the 
time and was really excited by the prospect, although he was 
a little concerned when Jimmy told him not to tell his mother 
where they were going as Gerry knew from experience that if 
his dad said that, it was usually something she would not be 
too pleased about 

Gerry recalled later in his life how he couldn’t believe the 
noise of the place with hundreds of men pushing large handcarts 
around the site  All of these carts had metal wheels so the 
sound of them on the concrete f loors was deafening  There 
was also the noise of the steam pumps and cranes belching 
out steam every second  He saw men in pits shovelling large 
amounts of coal or grain into sacks at backbreaking speed, and 
was fascinated by the jokes and banter even though he didn’t 
really understand most of it, but he could tell the men loved 
being together  Gerry thought it was exciting but whether he 
considered it a career, that was a different matter  He remarked 
years later that he thought it was ‘bloody hard work’ 

When the pair got home, a career in the docks for Gerry 
was never going to happen as his mum was waiting for the 
pair of them and she gave Jimmy what for, telling them, ‘No 
son of mine is going to work at the docks, what the hell were 
you thinking?’ Jimmy had no reply although Willie, with years 
to reflect, now feels there may have been method to Jimmy’s 
madness at the time, ‘Dad knew Gerry was a clever kid who 
always looked like he would go on to bigger and better things  I 
remember being gutted that I was too young to go to the docks 
at the time  I am sure dad took him to show him the reality of 
the place, in a way hoping he would never come back again, 
but still showing him the importance of mates and friends and 
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how they all worked together  It worked as Gerry often spoke 
about the community at the docks years later ’

Both Gow brothers loved Celtic, as did most of the boys in 
the area  They would always play football in the playground or 
on the Drum’s open spaces, pretending to be Stevie Chalmers 
or Tommy Gemmell  All the boys would play and whatever age 
they were they would all muck in and start up little street teams  
Gerry was tenacious in getting the ball irrespective of the age 
of some of the lads he played against  He had a determination 
to win that many of his peers lacked, getting genuinely upset 
if his team lost  Gerry would also read the local papers so he 
could keep tabs on the Scottish players like Denis Law, Billy 
Bremner and Jim McCalliog who were doing well in England  
Gerry always told his mates how much better the game was 
south of the border and how the football was tougher  The 
young Gow was in his element when Scotland beat England 
3-2 at Wembley in 1967  England had won the World Cup a 
year previously and the whole of Drumchapel partied through 
the night, as according to every Scotsman at the time this made 
Scotland world champions 

Jimmy also loved football and although he never really had 
the money to go and see his favourite team, Queen’s Park, or 
even treat the boys to a day at Celtic Park, he got involved in 
the game by helping coach the lads at St Pius  Although his 
football coaching experience was limited, his huge enthusiasm 
went a long way  He would also take on the responsibility as 
trainer and would carry a large bag in case the boys got injured  
The bag still haunts Willie to this day, ‘If we were playing and 
went down injured, Dad would run on with this huge bag  Its 
contents were a sponge and a large bottle of smelling salts  All 
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Dad would do was thrust the smelling salts under your nose; 
whether you were knocked out or had a cut leg you got a nose 
full of salts  After a while all the lads including Gerry became 
aware of this, so it was always a last resort going down injured 
and if you did you had to get back up before dad got to you  
We never let him forget it in later life ’

St Pius was a relatively new school as it had been built as 
part of the Drum area for the Catholic children to attend  It 
was a large establishment built at a low level and its concrete 
construction meant it was visually uninspiring, but the 
community spirit there was immense 

Because it was new, it had virtually no history either 
academically or from a sporting point of view  That however 
changed in 1967 when the school team, led by Gerry, qualified 
for the prestigious Under-16 Scottish Schools Shield  It was a 
competition for schools across Scotland, culminating in the final 
at Firhill, the home of Partick Thistle  St Pius were scheduled 
to play St Mungos, who were based in the Gallowgate area of 
Glasgow and had a rich history in the tournament having won 
it three times as well as appearing in many finals  The game 
was played on a Thursday night and all the children and their 
families boarded buses to make the four-mile journey from 
Drumchapel  Gerry, at the time, was playing for Queen’s Park 
Strollers, who were associated with Queen’s Park which made 
his father immensely proud but on this night there was a lot 
of pressure riding on young Gow’s shoulders as he had almost 
single-handedly got them to the final with his displays in the 
middle of the park 

The final was a tense affair with few chances at either 
end  Willie was sat in the stand along with Jimmy and the 
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other parents  They screamed and shouted with every attack 
St Pius made  The game was 0-0 at half-time and it was hard 
to predict a winner, although Gerry had started to get hold of 
the midfield and with the second half in progress he fought 
for every ball and covered every inch of the pitch  Professional 
coaches would say he was undisciplined as he found himself 
in the back four, clearing a looping St Mungo header off the 
line or out on the wing putting crosses in, but Gerry showed 
an incredible desire to win for his school and himself and that 
was plain to see for those around him 

With minutes left, Gerry won the ball in his own half and 
raced forwards, side-stepping challenge after challenge on 
his way  From about 30 yards out he looked up and drove a 
powerful shot into the top corner of the St Mungos goal which 
the keeper never even saw  The crowd went crazy and Gerry 
was swamped by his team-mates 

With around ten minutes to go, Gerry ran the whole show, 
spreading balls in all directions  When the final whistle blew a 
huge roar went up into the night sky as St Pius supporters ran 
on to the pitch and mobbed the team  Jimmy grabbed Willie 
and held him to his chest 

The coach journey home was chaotic as parents, families 
and friends sang with pupils  They partied long into the 
Drumchapel night and the next day the talk at school and 
around the area was all about young Gerry Gow and how he 
had made history for St Pius  Willie remarked, ‘Gerry achieved 
many things throughout his footballing life but I will never be 
as proud of him as I was the night of that game ’

When the dust settled, Gerry was still Gerry as far as his 
parents were concerned  He still had to tidy up around the 
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house and run his errands, but they took longer as local people 
wanted to chat to him about his footballing exploits  Gerry 
being Gerry, he was was very low key and if anything he became 
a little embarrassed by all the attention  The game though had 
sparked a lot of interest among the clubs around the area and 
beyond, aided by a clipping in the local Glasgow paper calling 
the young lad from the Drum ‘a star of the future’ after the 
game  There was interest from Queen’s Park, Partick Thistle, 
Celtic and English club Derby County, who were managed 
by the great Brian Clough  Scouts approached Jimmy and he 
had long talks with Gerry about what he wanted to do  He 
was approaching 16 and he was being offered a chance to do 
what he had always wanted with an apprenticeship at some of 
these clubs  

Gerry wasn’t interested in Queen’s Park, who were amateurs, 
or Partick Thistle, who were a small Division One club  There 
was no bigger team than Celtic who had Jock Stein in charge 
and he was putting together a side that would eventually 
conquer Europe  A scout had approached the family to ask if 
Gerry would play for one of their youth teams  Gerry was torn 
as it was his club, but he wanted to see if he could have a crack 
down south like many of the Scottish players he admired so he 
and Jimmy made arrangements to go to Derby to see what they 
had to say, particularly as the Derby scout told them that if he 
liked things down there the club would offer Gerry a chance 

Derby were on the cusp of something special with the young 
management team of Brian Clough and Peter Taylor in charge  
They had just won the Second Division and were full of great 
Scottish players like John O’Hare, John McGovern and the 
great Dave Mackay, so on paper it seemed this young lad from 
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Glasgow would fit right in  The whole of the estate wished 
them well as they made the long rail journey to Derby  Willie 
remembers it well, ‘Mum was worried about Gerry and there 
were a few tears as they left  We went to the station to see them 
off and I did think I would never see him again ’

The plan was for Jimmy and Gerry to meet somebody from 
the club, stay overnight, then meet Clough and Taylor while 
being shown around the place  The reality was that after their 
six-hour train journey there was nobody to meet them at the 
station initially  Frantically Jimmy found a phone box and 
phoned the scout in Scotland, and after a long wait somebody 
arrived  The pair were taken to the training ground and shown 
around, although there was never any meeting with Clough or 
Taylor which they were very disappointed by  They received no 
concrete offer from Derby so they felt that the whole visit was a 
bit pointless, especially considering the effort made in travelling 
all the way down  Disillusioned, angry and upset, they came 
home to Glasgow the next day  Jimmy was very disappointed 
at the way Derby had treated his son, and although Gerry was 
upset, a lot of the family and neighbours rallied round him  
Later in his life Gerry still never found out what had happened 
with Derby County and the scout did say that arrangements 
had been made to offer him something 

As far as Helen was concerned, that was it for football but 
instead it only made Gerry’s resolve tougher when it came to 
wanting to make it in the game  He continued his career with 
Queen’s Park Strollers although the interest from other Scottish 
clubs became more and more intense with offers coming after 
almost every appearance  Jimmy took all of them with a certain 
degree of scepticism and his feelings towards football clubs, 
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especially English ones, had been tarnished after the Derby 
County experience, although all that was about to change 
when after a evening youth game in which Gerry had excelled 
as usual, a dark-haired gentleman approached him and said, 
‘Hello, Mr Gow  My name is Tony Collins  I am from Bristol 
City and I would love to talk about your son, Gerry ’ It was a 
conversation that would change Gerry’s life forever  


